Precise calibrations of primary reference standards for Multi Junction Solar Cells are crucial for the exact characterization of photovoltaic devices for space applications. To complement the established but rarely performed atmospheric calibration campaigns via balloon flights a reliable laboratory based, synthetic, calibration method is desirable. Differential spectral responsivity measurements are an established calibration method for solar cells in terrestrial application. Here it is shown that such synthetic calibrations can also be performed with lowest measurement uncertainties on Component Cells but also on whole Multi Junction Solar cell devices.
INTRODUCTION
The quality control in the field of Multi Junction Solar Cells (MJSC) for space applications relies until now on primary reference standards which are directly measured close to AM0 like conditions at high altitudes [1] . A disadvantage of such calibration campaigns is the long time between the flights, for Europe no mission was performed up to now since 2005. Another drawback are the high costs of such a single flight as well as the risks of failure and loss of samples. These points can be addressed by the application of a laboratory based, synthetic, calibration method. For solar cells used in terrestrial applications differential spectral responsivity (DSR) calibrations have been established as method with lowest measurement uncertainties for the short circuit current under terrestrial (1000 W/m 2 irradiance with an AM1.5 spectrum at 25C°) standard test conditions obtainable [2] . This method has also been applied to determine the short circuit current under space test condtions (I STC ) of Component Cells (a reference solar cell where only a single junction of a MJSC device is electrically active) but with higher measurement uncertainties as for silicon reference solar cells [3] . The space-like test conditions were defined as follows: ~1360 W/m 2 irradiance with an AM0 spectrum (according to Wehrli [4] 
THE DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRAL RESPONSIVITY CALIBRATION METHOD
The short circuit current of any solar cell is determined by the cell's absolute spectral responsivity ( O s with λ as wavelength) and the spectral irradiance (E AMx (λ) with x=0 or x=1.5 respectively) at which the cell is measured (equation 1). Therefore, to determine precisely the I STC value of a solar cell under a given reference spectrum a precise determination of its spectral responsivity is necessary.
The absolute spectral responsivity is determined in the following way. A monochromatic modulated probe beam generates a small AC current in the device under test (DUT) which is kept close to short circuit conditions. The wavelength of the beam is varied and the current answer in dependence of the wavelength is determined via a trans-impedance/ lock-in amplifier combination. In parallel, the DUT is illuminated by a constant DC bias light field. To consider the inhomogeneity of the DUT as well as the influence of the sample's housings, all measurements are performed with both light fields over illuminating the sample. Due to the modulation of the monochromatic irradiance, the measured quantity is the differential spectral bias I s ,
O
.Therefore it is necessary to perform the measurements at different irradiance levels below and above the targeted test conditions (either 1000 W/m 2 for AM 1.5 like conditions or the integrated irradiance value (~1360 W/m 2 ) of the applied AM0 spectrum). Here I bias corresponds to the DC current the solar cell is generating at the given DC bias light field [5] . The absolute irradiance of the monochromatic light field is determined by a primary calibrated irradiance standard traced to a cryogenic radiometer. This reference is measured subsequently to the DUT. Due to the monitor based measurement design these independent measurements can be directly compared. To determine the absolute spectral responsivity from the differential method at first a differential (non-spectral) AM0 weighted responsivity When the I STC value is obtained, also the absolute spectral responsivity at the given test conditions can be subsequently calculated from equation 4.
THE LASER DSR-FACILITY
For the measurements presented in this work, a tunable laser source was used as monochromatic radiation source (figure 1). In contrast to standard DSR setups basing on classical light sources combined with monochromators, this setup possesses a higher spectral irradiance. This is used on the one hand to improve the signal to noise ratio of the modulated signal and on the other hand to increase the homogeneity and size of the monochromatic light field. As shown in [6] inhomogeneity as well as wavelength deviations of the monochromatic light field dominate the overall measurement uncertainty of O s and I STC . With the use of multiple diffusors and a wavelength dependent positioning of the imaging optics the inhomogeneity is kept below 1% for all wavelengths in the area of the sample. For further reducing the influence of the light's field inhomogeneity the reference scans the light field for every wavelength in the whole area of the DUT. To address the issue of wavelength deviations a calibrated array-spectroradiometer is used for live monitoring the monochromatic signal.
Figure 1: Optical setup used for laser-based DSR measurements. A tunable Ti:Sa-Laser in combination with multiple frequency multipliers as well as an optic parametric oscillator allow an accessible spectral range from 190nm to 4000nm.
The temperature control of the samples is realized with Peltier elements which can directly cool or heat the DUT under illumination. The stability in temperature is found commonly in the range of millikelvins. The temperature of the DUT can be chosen freely and is commonly set to 25°C according to terrestrial standard test conditions. The temperature coefficient of I STC is determined additionally by DSR measurements at three different temperatures. 
SYNTHETIC CALIBRATION OF COMPONENT SOLAR CELLS
The described procedure was applied to standard triple junction component solar cells composed of a InGaP top cell, an InGaAs middle Cell and a Germanium bottom cell. In each of the three investigated devices only one of the three sub junctions were electrically active. The cells were built into WPVS compatible housings (see figure 2 ). Close to the solar cell a PT 100 temperature sensor was attached. In figure 3 differential spectral responsivity measurement results of each DUT is shown for selected bias light levels. A first observation here is that the devices 
O measurements for all investigated component cells. Here I corresponds to the measured DC current of the DUT which is later converted to the corresponding irradiance level E. The integral non-linearity of all samples is below 0.5%.
This important result states that it is now possible to achieve a MU on the same order of magnitude as 
SYNTHETIC CALIBRATION OF MULTI-JUNCTION SOLAR CELLS
The application of the DSR method on MJSC is a nontrivial experiment. Due to the serial connection of the sub junctions it is impossible to generate an AC current by exciting a single sub junction monochromatically. To solve this issue and to determine the relative DSR from a MJSC device it is established to apply polychromatic bias lights which are chosen so that for each sub junction of the device an own DC excitation source is available [7] . These sources are adjusted so that currents in the sub junctions not under test are generated in excess compared to the junction under test. In this way a modulated current generated in the targeted sub junction can also be measured over the whole device. Similar to the investigations on the component cells different dc irradiation levels were defined, so that the junction under test was operated below and above 1366W/m 2 . In figure 6 the application of such polychromatic light sources is shown. Here high power LEDs (470 nm LEDs for the excitation of the top junction and 780nm LEDs for the excitation of the middle junction are used. The bottom junction is excited by halogen lamps). Additionally, it is necessary to apply a constant DC offset voltage since by the polychromatic illumination the junction under test is shifted to negative operation voltages. Results from the measurements regarding the top and middle sub junction of the DUT are shown in figure 7 . Here the voltage dependence of the DSR at a single polychromatic bias light combination is shown. . During measurements of the bottom junction issues related of a parasitic parallel resistance was observed as reported in literature. E.g. an artefact of the middle sub junction of the device was found in the bottom sub junction signal and the DSR of the bottom junction was suppressed (upper graph in figure 9 ). As expected it was not possible to suppress the artefact by the variation of the dc bias voltage. To correct the measured data a method published by Siefer et al in [8] was applied to the obtained DSR results. In the lower graph of figure 9 the corrected data are presented. It is notable that almost no non-linearity at different bias light levels is observed anymore, as expected from experiments on bottom component cells. Experimentally due to insufficient irradiance from the polychromatic bias light it was only possible to measure the DSR of the bottom sub junction at an estimated absolute irradiance of about 500W/m 2 . A preliminary evaluation results in an I STC value comparable to the currents generated in bottom junction component cells. Here further work is necessary to verify these findings and to achieve DC bias light irradiance levels sufficient to generate currents above the expected I STC in the bottom junction of the MJSC device. 
CONCLUSION
In this work we presented the results from a calibration campaign which states that synthetic calibration of MJSC and their corresponding component cells can be performed and achieve measurement uncertainties comparable to balloon flight calibrations. With these tools in future, a reliable and less expensive method for Si-traceble primary calibrations of component cell references in the field of space photovoltaics is available. To give further prove of the suitability of this method for the quality control of component cells used as primary working standards a direct comparison to balloon flights need to be addressed in future.
